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“Monsoon Wedding” Parte IV 
Mira Nair, Director (2001)  
 

On an American-style golf course, Lalit and his friend Sam walk to a golf cart that is waiting for them. 
There’s a lake and a lush green lawn behind them. At the horizon, skyscrapers frame the scene.  	
Lalit says, “I have to talk to you about something.”	
“You haven’t been coming to golf lately. Where have you been?”	
“I’m busy with my daughter’s wedding.”	
They hand their clubs to the caddy.	

 

Lalit goes on, “I was wondering if –”	
“How’s Pimmi?” Sam keeps interrupting. He isn’t making this easy.	
“Pimmi’s fine.”	
“How are the preparations going?”	
They get into the cart and it takes off.	
 

“First class, but… Sam, I’m having a cash flow problem. I was hoping to borrow some money just to 
tide over the wedding expense.”	
“How much do you need, pal?”	
“Five lakhs.”*	
“When do you think you’ll be able to return it?”	
“Next month. I have a huge shipment going to Macy’s next month.”	
In the background, we see a line of women in traditional saris, with their backs straight, carrying trays 
of mud on their heads: construction material for the golf course.# Elegantly composed – with sand 
traps snaking across the foreground and the golf cart’s roof echoing the line of the women’s trays – 
this shot is also a concise statement of one of the film’s recurring themes: the contrast between old 
and new.	
*The equivalent in rupees of $12,000.	

	
#We also saw this beautiful motif in La Ciociara: first when Cesira shows Rosetta how to carry her 
suitcase on her head, peasant-style; then the woman with a jug on her head who is the first person 
we see in Cesira’s home village; and finally the woman in the same pose who brings water to the 
German soldiers.	
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Seated in the courtyard, about twenty women sing and clap, accompanied by drums. Alice circulates, 
serving red and green beverages from a tray. One sings in Punjabi:	
O women of the house,	
Decorate me with henna…	
 

We see an intricate pattern of henna applied to Aditi’s palm, wrist, and fingers. The singing is joyful, 
but Aditi’s expression is not.	
Make these fair hands 	
beautiful with henna	
 

CAPTION: As the story unfolds, the director skillfully highlights the complex dynamics between 
servants and employers, one of the films’ many themes.	
 

Alice, still upset at being called a thief, leaves with her empty tray just as the men arrive. Lalit greet 
everyone cheerfully, “Hello, ladies!”	
 

The women exclaim, “Go!” “No men allowed!” But the men stay and are welcomed, after all.	

 

Noticing that the henna on Aditi’s hands is drying, Ria goes into the house to get some lemon juice. 
C.L. starts to tell a story, accompanied by the rhythmic clapping of the women.	
 

As she approaches the kitchen, inspecting her hennaed hands, Ria hears Aliyah protesting, “Come on, 
Uncle. That’s enough.”	
Tej’s voice from offscreen tries to persuade her, “Be a good girl. Don’t say no.”	
But Aliyah replies firmly, “No.”	
 

Peeking around the door, Ria sees Tej feeding something to the little girl and asking her: “Do you like 
it?”	
Ria draws back in horror. 	
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But then she composes herself and enters the kitchen. After a brief greeting, she walks straight to the 
counter with her back to the other two.	
Tej says to Aliyah referring to Ria, “She’s angry.”	
Turning quickly around, Ria stares at him fiercely, in silence.	
 

“Okay,” he says, resigned. “Ria will give you a samosa, okay?”* Then he leaves the room.	
“What were you doing here?” demands Ria.	
“Eating a samosa.”	
*The samosa is a fried snack with a savory filling.	
 

“Why?” asks Ria sharply.	
“Because I’m hungry.”	
“No! Why are you eating it here?”	
“The samosas were in here.”	
“Why was he with you, Aliyah?”	
“Who?”	
“Tej Uncle.”	
 

“Alice said the samosas were on the top shelf and Tej Uncle came to get the box down for me.”	
 

Ria breathes a sigh of relief and says, “Okay, let’s rub noses.”	
“Okay.”	
They rub noses and Aliyah says, “I love you.”	
“I love you too.”	
 

Alice sits alone on the stairs, plucking at the marigold petals. She stares vacantly out through the 
wrought iron railing. A close-up shows us her expression of intense sadness.	
Dubey approaches her. “Alice?” he asks gently.	
 

She turns to him. Then she throws down her flower, gets up and walks past him, with barely a glance.	
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Dubey watches her sadly as she walks away. She turns back briefly to look at him, then she runs 
briskly away. He stays there alone, despondent, not knowing how to make amends.	
 

CAPTION: Nighttime comes to Delhi, disguising the dust and smoke that are its signature by day. In 
the darkness, people make their way home by bicycle rickshaw, scooter, and on foot.	
 

Lalit and Pimmi have tiptoed into the room where Ria and Aditi are sleeping.	
Lalit speaks softly about his daughters, first in English and then alternating with Hindi. “You know, 
Pimmi, sometimes when I look at them, I feel love which I almost cannot bear. How did they grow up 
so quickly? And when did we grow old?”	
 

Meanwhile, Ayesha sneaks into the living room, where Rahul is sleeping on the floor. Wearing a 
garment that hardly reaches to her thighs, she is not a picture of modesty. 
 
Lalit and Pimmi are still gazing at Aditi and Ria. Lalit says, “All that I want is for their lives to be 
happy. And for that I’m willing to take on every trouble, every sorrow in the world.” 	
They leave the room –	
 

– and Ayesha hears the door close. She gasps and lies down next to the bare-chested Rahul, who is 
looking mighty attractive. Varun is sound asleep next to him. 	
 

As Lalit and Pimmi appear in the living room, Ayesha hides behind the sofa so that she won’t be seen. 
Rahul looks at her in disbelief. 

	
Pimmi goes towards him and he sits up, so she can see him and won’t have to walk any closer.	
“Need anything?” she asks him.	
“I’m all right, thanks.”	
“Goodnight,” she says.	
“Good night, idiot,” Lalit adds, as they leave.	
 

Rahul says, “I thought you weren’t staying here.” (When she arrived, she’d told Lalit she would go 
home because she had to study for an exam.)	
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“I changed my mind.” She sits up close to him, face to face.	
“Really?” He smiles.	
“How come you’re not asleep yet?”	
“Just thinking.”	
“About what?”	
“About good Indian girls.”	
 

We return to the bedroom. Aditi wakes up (if she ever was asleep). She gets up, slips on her shoes and 
leaves the bed.	
 

In the living room, Rahul runs his finger over Ayesha’s tattoo.	
“Is it a scorpion?” he asks.	
“Yeah. It’s my sign.”	
They are sitting very close...	
 

Aditi gets dressed. She glances back at Ria in the bed and goes out the door.	
 

Bold as she is, Ayesha is having second thoughts. “I should go,” she says.	
“It’s okay,” Rahul reassures her, wanting her to stay.	
They kiss.	
 

Aditi is walking quickly, outside in the dark.	
 

The young lovers are kissing quietly in the living room. They pull apart and Ayesha says, “I should 
really go.”	
“Don’t go. Please don’t.”	
But at heart she’s a good Indian girl, and she does leave.	
 

Aditi waits by the roadside until a car pulls up. She gets in. The driver is her married lover, Vikram.	
“Where would you like to go?” he asks.	
“I just want to drive, and drive, and drive,” she replies.	
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CAPTION: A Delhi street at night.	
 

The car is parked under a tree. Aditi and Vikram are kissing passionately in the moment that they 
have stolen for themselves, as rain falls all around.	

 

“Why did you come to see me?” asks Vikram.	

We see the henna pattern on Aditi's hand as she answers, “I wanted to be reminded why I left you.”	

They start to kiss some more, not noticing the approach of a police jeep.	

 

She breaks away for a moment to finish her thought. “Somehow,” she says. “I can’t remember.”	

Just at that moment two police officers in caps and waterproof capes approach the car through the 
driving rain.	

 

They point their flashlights into the car and pound on the windows with their open hands. Aditi sits up 
with a gasp.	

 

The policemen tell Vikram to lower the window, and he does. In Hindi, they ask what he’s doing there 
so late.	

“None of your business!” replies Vikram angrily in English.	

“Big words in English, eh?” one of them answers. “Should we take you to the station? Out, out you 
come!”	

“Take me to the police station?” counters Vikram. “On what basis?”	

“Indecent exposure. Obscenity. Who do you think you are?” Ah, now we get back to the questions of 
obscenity, censorship and hypocrisy raised earlier in the film – ironically, on Vikram’s own show.	
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The other officer adds: “You may have a bomb, who knows?”	

“Don’t be ridiculous. Do we look like terrorists?” asks Vikram, incredulously.	

“Get out right now! You, too!” he says to Aditi.	

 

“Hands up, bastard!” orders one.	

Just as Aditi exits the car, her hand on Vikram’s arm, his phone starts to ring. He pulls it out of his 
pocket and strides away. 	

“Vikram!” she screams, but Vikram has to answer his wife’s call.	

 

“Hello?” he says into the phone. “Hello, darling.”	

Aditi has gotten back into the car, drenched.	

“Hey, hey,” laugh the officers. “A bride’s henna-painted hands! You couldn’t wait!”	

 

She screams for Vikram. But he motions angrily for her to be quiet. He doesn’t want his wife to hear, 
after all.	

 

“I’ll be home soon,” he says into the phone, as the rain pours down. While Aditi shivers with cold and 
fear in the car, Vikram goes on chatting to his wife. He explains that there was an emergency. When 
Aditi screams his name, he says calmly to his wife, “It’s just a television show in the background, don’t 
worry.”	

 

Aditi screams, “Don’t leave me with them!”	
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One of the officers asks her, “Shall I call your lover?” So the police have figured out what’s going on. 
The other guy walks over to Vikram, yelling, “Oh, hero!” 	

 

While the officers’ attention is on Vikram, Aditi gets into the car, slams the door and takes off.	

 

“Madam, stop!” orders one of the cops. But she is roaring away.	

“Hey!” yells Vikram. It is his car, after all. 	

“That bird has flown away!” says one of the cops. They laugh as Vikram runs helplessly after the car.	

 

	

 


